TRAVELNET WEB BASED APPLICATION
RealKioskgives our clients the ability to provide kiosk point of sale terminals
to their stores. either for use by till operators. or directly by clients.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
RealKioskis a browser based web application that runs within a full screen browser. The RealKiosk
canalso be embedded within the client's own Point of Saleapplication. It is platform independent.
light-weight. fast and it is easy to use, with little to no training needed for
operators.
The aim of the RealKiosk is to do flight. hotel. car and bus searches and to make reservations
easily. It also is quick to load and has low bandwidth usage to accommodatefor slow internet
connections in remote places.

RANGE OF OPERATOR COMMANDS
The point-of-sale operator can do travel searches, make reservations, do refunds, and indicate
payment to the RealKiosk.Oncebooking is done and paid, our team of agents check the bookings
and do electronic ticketing.
The Kiosk system embeds the reservation info in such a way that the customer Point of Sale
system can print a till slip with the booking reference information. The end users use till slips as
proof of reservation to board flights, busses and for hotel stay or car rental.

TECHNOLOGY
The RealKiosk makes use of light-weight javascript
and latest HTMl and (SS design, making your kiosk
attractive to shoppers.

BENEFITS
..;

This gives your customer quick searching with best
results.

..;

..;

lITILE TO ZERO STAFF TRAINING REQUIRED
By providing an easy to use human centric interface.
the kiosk can be operated without prior training,
making adoption into stores a smooth and easy
process.
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BROAD RANGE OF BEST-PRICEDPRODUCTS
Customers attracted to well· priced travel products.
Our customer can control product mars-up and
profits.

Evenwith limited knowledge on travel systems, our
clients can provide travel products to end-users
using the easy to use RealKiosk.

MULTIPLE APls
The RealKioskinterfaces to our XMl APIreservation
engine, which allows communication between the
kiosk and flight airline GDSs,hotel vendor systems,
car rental agencies and bus service providers.

OUR CLIENTS GAIN EASY ACCESSINTO THE
TRAVEL PRODUCT MARKET

..;

QUICK DEPLOYMENT,EASY ADOPTION
Since only a basic workstation setup capable of web
browsing is required. installation of RealKiosk system
is quick and painless. Systems can be up and running
within days.

